Factor structure of a measure of anxiety sensitivity in children.
Anxiety sensitivity (i.e., the disposition to react to autonomic arousal with fear) has taken a central role in recent conceptualizations of anxiety. However, questions regarding the dimensional nature of anxiety sensitivity remain. In particular, the factor structure of anxiety sensitivity is unexplored in nonadult populations. The factor structure of the Anxiety Sensitivity Index for Children (ASIC) was examined in three studies. Study 1 (N = 95) used a sample of school children in Grades 4-8 to investigate the reliability of items and factor structure. Items with weak psychometric properties were eliminated, and subsequent analyses revealed that the ASIC was best viewed as a hierarchical scale with a higher order factor (Anxiety Sensitivity) and two first-order factors (Fear of Physiological Arousal and Fear of Mental Catastrophe). Study 2 (N = 112) and Study 3 (N = 144) used more distressed samples of youngsters, and they also found the ASIC to be a hierarchical scale. These findings add a developmental perspective to the Anxiety Sensitivity Index factor analytic discussion and are highly consistent with emergent thinking in the adult anxiety sensitivity literature.